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renaming or deleting a wiki page doesn't update the link seen from CATEGORY plugin

Status
Pending

Subject
renaming or deleting a wiki page doesn't update the link seen from CATEGORY plugin

Version
1.9.x
2.x

Category
- Error
- Usability

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Category
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Performance / Speed / Load / Compression / Cache

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating

Description
Imagine you have 2 wiki pages. Page A and Page B, and Page B is assigned to category X. In page A you use the CATEGORY plugin to list all objects from category X, and thus, it lists the "Page B" name, which links to it.

Then you rename Page B to Page C. In page A, the plugin category still shows name and link to "Page B", and not the updated name and link: "Page C".

This bug has been here for almost a year, and it is present in 1.9 and 1.10
bug still alive on tiki 2.1, and confirmed also after deleting pages, and clearing tiki caches.

It can be tested on (production) site for registered users at:
http://uniwiki.sima.ourproject.org

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Xavier de Pedro 31 Mar 10 08:19 GMT-0000

Maybe outdated, since category pklugin doesn't work any more in 4.x?

and plugin PageList does the trick to list wiki pages based on their category...
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